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The iOS 10 update has been released, 

and as with other releases, the most  

common issues are coming to the     

surface. Have you experienced low  

battery life, inconsistent Bluetooth   

connection and unreliable Wi-Fi?    

Well, you’re not alone.  

Although these issues seem to be     

common and widespread, there            

are some simple remedies.  

Low Battery Life 

One of the most common and frustrating 

issues that came with the iOS 10 update 

was the battery life. Users are finding 

their batteries are draining much more 

quickly than they’re used to. There are 

some tips you can follow to help bolster 

your battery as much as possible until 

Apple releases another update to help  

fix the problem from a development 

standpoint. 

1. Background Refresh. Begin by 

turning off any background app 

refresh in your Settings via General 

> Background App Refresh. This 

will give you the list of apps, and 

you can pick which ones really 

need to be updating in the back-

ground. Try and limit them since 

background refresh is a huge bat-

tery life drain. 

2. Killer Apps. Next, turn off Fit-

ness Tracking and any non-essential 

apps via Settings > Privacy >    

Motion & Fitness. You do not   

need fitness tracking on your   

phone for Apple Watch. Other  

apps that are big time battery    

killers include maps, directions   

and health trackers.  

3. Wi-Fi. Where and when you use 

Wi-Fi is also important. Always 

make sure you are connected to 

your Wi-Fi network when at home. 

If you’re out and about, there is a 

way you can prevent your iPhone 

from constantly hunting for open 

Wi-Fi networks. The Control Cen-

ter that appears at the bottom of 

your screen when you swipe up   

has an easy control for W-Fi. 

Active Directory:  What Is I t  And Why 

You Should Scrub I t  Often  

What is Active Directory? 

Active Directory (AD) is a structure used on computers and       

servers running the Microsoft Windows operating system (OS).   

AD is used to store network, domain, and user information.      

Active directories provide a number of functions to include     

providing information regarding objects optimized for fast         

access and / or retrieval. AD can be likened to the phone book of 

your network. It operates behind the scenes to organize and log all    

components and users, and stores data while managing communica-

tions between users and the domain. Relevant information that is 

normally stored in AD includes user contact data, printer queue 

information, and specific computer or network configuration data.  

Active Directory is used by computer administrators to manage  

end user computer software packages, files, and accounts. Instead  

of visiting every single client computer to upgrade new software    

or install Windows patches, the task(s) can be accomplished 

through updated a single object located within an AD forest or    

tree. Similarly, AD gives the network administrator the capability   

to grant or remove access at the user level for one or many applica-

tions or file structures. Although the learning curve to operating    

an Active Directory is significant, when operated properly they    

can result in more efficient large network operation. 

For most businesses, scrubbing their AD is a low priority task  

when compared to the daily tasks that fill their schedules. But    

even though the task may seem mundane, it is important for         

helping to prevent larger problems down the road. Removing        

old users and accounts for employees that leave the company    

helps keep your business protected. 

XPERTECHS Managed Services is constantly managing our clients 

AD and making sure that it is accurate and performing at peak    

efficiency. 
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Datto NAS—Backup Technology You Can Count On 

Business owners are all interested in keeping their data safe; or at least they should be. The new state-of-the-art                    

backup technology from Datto provides a total data protection platform that can be trusted. So even if your physical                 

hardware has been destroyed, you don’t have to experience downtime.  

Datto NAS is smart, scalable storage that connects to the secure Datto cloud. It takes NAS performance to another                  

level, and adds snapshotting and syncing abilities. Backups are saved both locally and in the cloud and the cloud also            

provides a full data copy.  

Datto NAS comes equipped with hot-swappable drive bays. This feature enables you to perform on-site upgrades                   

within each product line so it is easy to scale solutions and grow with your customers.  

The snapshotting feature allows users to easily roll back to previous versions of documents, because as users share               

them, snapshots are being taken. All of the data syncs to the Datto cloud so it is always accessible, even in the event                    

of a disaster.  

Datto NAS boasts 500GB-6TB of storage capacity per unit, solid-state                   

OS drives, available 2x2.4 Ghz Xeon Six Core Processors, up to                    

128GB RAM (included standard), hot-swappable drive bays, and a               

3 year hardware warranty.  

If you have question about whether Datto NAS is right for your              

business, contact us today at (410) 884-0225 or email Chris                       

at marketing@xpertechs.com  

www.XPERTECHS.com  

iOS 10 Release Is Not Without Issues 
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4. Display Brightness. The top battery life killer  is display      

brightness. The more you check your phone, and keep      

bringing up the screens full brightness, the faster you will     

kill your battery, so try and limit use when possible. 

Check to see which apps are draining the most battery by visiting 

Settings > Battery and make changes accordingly.  

Wi-Fi & Bluetooth Issues 

Connectivity issues seems to be present with every update, and  

unfortunately iOS 10 is no different. Apple did release iOS 10.0.2, 

but there are still issues to be resolved.  

Connectivity issues can be confusing, so we recommend a basic   

fix. Go to Settings > General > Reset > Reset Network Settings. 

Reset Network Settings is the third option on the list. Make sure you 

don’t select Reset All Settings or Erase All Content and Settings! 

Resetting Network Settings will not mess with your data, but will 

restore your wireless settings back to their default. This will typically 

solve most issues, but if it doesn’t help, feel free to contact our Help 

Desk. 

How To Stop Messages From Installing Apps 

One of the new features in iOS 10 is the ability for the iMessages App 

to download applications. While this may make previewing third party 

apps a bit easier, it can also complicate the use of the Messenger app 

for many users. 

To disable iMessage extensions from automatically installing,       

simply open the Messages app and tap on the arrow; then tap 'Apps'. 

Next, hit the four circles icon in the bottom-left of your screen,     

followed by selecting the 'Store' icon. Hit 'Manage' then switch 

'Automatically Add Apps' to off. 

The New Home Button 

iOS 10 changed the home button functionality, and the familiar 'Slide 

to Unlock' motion is history. Now users must press the Home Button 

to activate.  

If this change is driving you crazy, you can fix it by going to Settings 

> General > Accessibility > Home Button (about middle of page)    

and clicking on 'Rest Finger to Open'. 

There are many other iOS 10 

issues that users are experi-

encing. If your issues were  

not addressed in this article, 

please feel free to give us       

a call to discuss solutions      

at (410) 884-0225.  

 

 

 

 

Hello Inc. RELEASES SENSE 

HP The techno-geeks over at Hello Inc. have 

just released Sense, a device that helps you 

wake up feeling great. A tad smaller than a 

baseball, this little sphere sits on your 

nightstand next to your bed and monitors condi-

tions in your room while you sleep. Things like 

temperature, humidity, light and sound in your 

bedroom are tracked, along with your body’s 

slightest movements as you sleep. It pairs with 

your smartphone so you can see patterns and 

change conditions in your room to get the best 

night’s sleep possible. Sense can play any 

number of soothing sounds to help you drift off 

to sleep. Then, when it’s time to rise and shine, 

it gently wakes you up at the best time in your 

sleep cycle.  

Sense is priced at $129 and can be found        

at hello.is and other online retailers. 

 

 

SHINY NEW GADGET         

OF THE MONTH  

  

Meraki has just released  a cloud managed 

security camera. Now having video security     

for your business can be easy and effective 

using one of their smart new cameras. Each 

camera comes with everything you will need    

for successful deployment right inside the      

box. You can even add your new cameras        

to a network before they arrive. Meraki’s        

new camera is simple to deploy, configure      

and manage right from the beginning. 

Each camera  contains 128GB of industrial grade solid state storage, 720p HD recording with H.264 

encoding, IR illumination for nighttime security up to 98ft, 3-10mm vari-focal lens for multipurpose 

deployments, and a 3 year warranty on all hardware. The cameras can also be used both indoors 

and out. 

Meraki designed the camera so that it only uses bandwidth data when necessary, eliminating    

excessive WAN usage. The solid state storage allows for up to 20 days of continuous recording.     

It allows you to stream your footage both locally and remotely. Customizable video walls are      

available from anywhere in the world when using the Meraki dashboard in a web browser. The 

dashboard is also smart enough to automatically detect whether the viewing computer is on the 

local network or somewhere else.  

If you have questions or would like to learn more about how the Meraki security camera and        

how it could be the right fit for your business, give us a call today at (410) 884-0225 or email      

Chris at marketing@XPERTECHS.com  
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WELCOME OUR NEWEST          
XPERCARE CLIENT 

ALLIANCE EXTERIOR                          

CONSTRUCTION 

BALTIMORE, MD 

XPERTECHS is pleased to announce  

Alliance Exterior Construction as its      

newest XperCARE customer. 

 

Alliance  Roofing & Sheet Metal was   

founded in 1989 and quickly established     

a reputation for top quality work. Dedication 

to unparalleled quality and customer service 

has set them apart from others in the field. 

Today, Alliance is the premiere  contractor 

for the building envelope in the Mid-Atlantic 

region. They handle solar, roofing, water-

proofing, windows, curtainwall and exterior  

metal wall panels.  

 

XPERTECHS will design and implement      

a new Proactive IT support system using 

our XperCARE Managed Service.  

Malicious cyber attacks are constantly     

on the rise, and something your business 

should always be aware of. 

As if running a business isn't tough 

enough, small businesses are increasingly 

being targeted by cyber criminals, hackers 

and online scams. The Internet is an    

essential tool for modern companies,      

but caution is needed if you don't want     

to become the victim of an online crime. 

Many people believe that cyber criminals 

are lone geeks, but they are typically   

highly organized gangs. Due to increasing 

reliance on the Internet, criminals have 

developed hundreds of ways of committing 

acts of theft and fraud using nothing more 

than a computer. 

The following tips will help small        

business owners from becoming the     

victim of an online scam. 

1) Use security software 

Never connect to the Internet without     

the protection of a firewall and antivirus 

software. As well as the risks of crime, 

being online without security software     

in place means systems are exposed to 

adware and other unwanted code.        

Programs can be hidden in downloads    

and email attachments, and they are      

very hard to remove. Antivirus protection 

blocks the majority of cyber-attacks and 

can alert you to suspicious activity. 

2) Be alert for phishing scams 

Phishing scams involve using identity  

theft and deception to obtain sensitive 

information. They have become very  

sophisticated and are increasingly difficult 

to spot. An example would be an email 

claiming to be from your bank and       

asking you to confirm some account    

information. If you suspect an email      

isn't genuine,  delete it. Never disclose 

passwords, account numbers or other  

sensitive information in emails. 

3) Treat special offers with caution 

If something sounds too good to be      

true, it probably is. This applies more       

in the online world than in the real        

one. Emails or pop-ups telling you that 

you've won a prize should be treated with       

extreme caution. An email inviting you to 

download something free may contain a 

virus  or malware.  

4) Restrict use of systems 

It's a sad fact, but employees often       

expose a business to online scams.      

Using social media, music downloads      

or gaming sites at work can open the     

door to cyber criminals. Staff should        

be given very clear direction on use          

of company IT equipment and their     

responsibilities in preventing crime. 

5) Protect your company's identity 

Identity theft has become a serious      

problem in recent years. Most people  

think of this as relating to the identity       

of individuals, but criminals are now     

also cloning websites and copying the 

identity of businesses. Searching for     

your company on Google is an easy      

way  to spot signs of trouble. If you       

find your company name or logo          

being used by other parties, do  they     

have your permission?  
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